Stewards' Report

Meeting held at Cannington on Wednesday, 6 February 2019

WEATHER: Fine   TRACK: Good   KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.00pm
Stewards: Mr C Martins, Mr G O'Dea, Mr M Pascoe (Trainee)
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr B Vale
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 1 WHAT A CRUISER (30.9kgs), Race 6 MIDNIGHT GAS (26.5kgs), Race 10 WHAT A CRAFTER (30.6kgs)
SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 1 CASTIEL'S MAGIC (6/2), Race 4 SAVANNAH ASH (5/2)
Ineligible: Race 4 HAMMY TIME (6/2), Race 11 & 12 BEEGUMBAH BOY (5/2)
LATE SCRATCHINGS:
R31(4) - Race 11 VINAKA FIJI x 0 days (5.55pm)
FINES:
R31(4) - Mr P Brown - $100

SUSPENSIONS:
R69 - Race 5 TOWER OF POWER x 28 days (Cannington Only) x 1 Field
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 3 AUSSIE SALUTE, Race 4 HELLO CODY, Race 5 WEST ON VIOLET, Race 6 BUSHMAN'S COBBER, Race 7 RED ROCKET JETT, Race 8 STARTER UP.

STEWARDS ADVICE: The Heat Policy was applied to tonight's race meeting. Several measures were taken to limit and moderate all greyhounds' exposure to these conditions. These included but were not limited to, greyhounds went straight to the starting boxes for all races (no parading), greyhounds did not return to the dais after racing, greyhounds were held in the air-conditioned kennels for at least 20 minutes after competing; under the observation of the O.T.V, greyhounds were not loaded into their transport vehicles until leaving immediately thereafter, barking muzzles are fully prohibited in greyhound racing and ample hydration and cooling practises were implemented both at kennelling time and during the race meeting. No cases of Heat Stress were reported to Stewards or signs of distress, due to the heat, were observed by the O.T.V.

The Heat Policy was lifted at 8.50pm.

Race 1 - Novice/Country/380 - Novice - 6:43 PM
(380M):  NAK FACTOR began quickly. DAVID YELLOW began slowly. LINGARD & ROOKIE collided soon after the start. WHAT A CRUISER & CHECK PILOT collided soon after the start. TORGLO & LINGARD collided on the first turn. LINGARD checked off the heels of NAK FACTOR & collided with WHAT A CRUISER, CHECK PILOT & ROOKIE on the first turn. DAVID YELLOW & SIMPLY GIFTED collided on the first turn. CHECK PILOT shifted out and raced very wide on the first turn. WHAT A CRUISER & CHECK PILOT collided in the back straight. CHECK PILOT raced wide in the back straight. DAVID YELLOW galloped on the heels of LINGARD on the home turn. ROOKIE shifted out and raced wide on the home turn.

Race 2 - Mixed 4/5/Country/380 - Mixed 4/5 - 7:02 PM
(380M):  ACE CRUISING & PACIFIC OWL began quickly. HELLO HARRY checked off the heels of ACE CRUISING & collided with OOKINAKI on the first turn. OOKINAKI galloped on the heels of TRIPLE CROWN BLU on the first turn, both lost ground. OOKINAKI checked off the heels of MYSTERY GUESS in the back straight. TANOAN CREEK checked off the heels of ACE CRUISING on the second turn. ACE CRUISING galloped on the heels of PACIFIC OWL on the second turn. TANOAN CREEK & PACIFIC OWL collided approaching the home turn. ACE CRUISING galloped on the heels of PACIFIC OWL approaching the home turn, PACIFIC OWL lost ground. OOKINAKI & PACIFIC OWL collided on the home turn. TRIPLE CROWN BLU checked off the heels of OOKINAKI in the home straight.

PACIFIC OWL was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 3 - Maiden/City/520 - Maiden - 7:18 PM
WHO'S GOT SUBI & WAGTAIL CUMIN collided soon after the start. WAGTAIL CUMIN, WHITE GRIT & LAPTOP GURU collided soon after the start. LAPTOP GURU & DON'T GUESS collided soon after the start. AUSSIE SALUTE, WHO'S GOT SUBI & WAGTAIL CUMIN collided approaching the first turn, WHO'S GOT SUBI lost ground. WAGTAIL CUMIN, WHITE GRIT & DON'T GUESS collided on the first turn. WHITE GRIT galloped on the heels of VENUS AND MARS on the first turn. DON'T GUESS raced wide on the first turn. WHITE GRIT raced wide in the back straight. SISTER WIN tailed off due to injury in the back straight. LAPTOP GURU checked off the heels of WHO'S GOT SUBI approaching the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that SISTER WIN had a Right Hindleg Gracilis M. (Back M.) injury and has been stood down for 28 days.

**Race 4 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/520 - Mixed 4/5 - 7:37 PM**

OWL PERFECT began quickly. EGYPTIAN PIRATE began slowly. EGYPTIAN PIRATE checked off the heels of HELLO CODY on the first turn.

**Race 5 - Novice/City/520 (1) - Novice - 7:52 PM**

WEST ON VIOLET & IT'S A DIAMOND began quickly. TOWER OF POWER & I'M FABIO began slowly. ZABEEKA & WILLIE GUNDI collided soon after the start. WILLIE GUNDI & TOWER OF POWER collided soon after the start. TOWER OF POWER veered out and marred I'M YOUR MAN on the first turn, I'M YOUR MAN lost ground. I'M FABIO checked off the heels of WEST ON VIOLET on the first turn. ZABEEKA & IT'S A DIAMOND on the home turn.

I'M YOUR MAN was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Stewards inquired into a report that TOWER OF POWER had marred on the first turn. Kennel Representative Mr Luke Townsend acknowledged the report, subsequently TOWER OF POWER has been suspended for 28 days at Cannington and placed on a Field Satisfactory Trial under R69.

**Race 6 - Mixed 5/6/Country/380 - Mixed 5/6 - 8:07 PM**

BLACK GOSHAWK, BUSHMAN'S COBBER & SHINBONER MAGIC began quickly. VIENNA CHARM, MIDNIGHT GAS & FANCY GUESS began slowly. FANCY GUESS checked off the heels of SHINBONER MAGIC on the first turn. BLACK GOSHAWK checked off the heels of BUSHMAN'S COBBER on the first turn, BLACK GOSHAWK lost ground. BUSHMAN'S COBBER, SIR BARWOOD & SHINBONER MAGIC collided on the first turn. MIDNIGHT GAS galloped on the heels of SIR BARWOOD on the first turn, both stumbled and lost ground. MIDNIGHT GAS & WILDASH WILLOW collided on the first turn, both stumbled and lost ground. VIENNA CHARM checked off the heels of MIDNIGHT GAS on the first turn. VIENNA CHARM & SIR BARWOOD collided in the back straight, SIR BARWOOD lost ground. FANCY GUESS checked off the heels of VIENNA CHARM on the second turn. BLACK GOSHAWK checked off the heels of SHINBONER MAGIC & collided with FANCY GUESS on the home turn. SIR BARWOOD & FANCY GUESS shifted out and raced wide on the home turn. WILDASH WILLOW faded in the home straight. SIR BARWOOD & FANCY GUESS raced wide in the home straight.

WILDASH WILLOW was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

**Race 7 - Free For All (s)/Country/380 - Free For All (s) - 8:22 PM**

RED ROCKET JETT & EXONERATED began quickly. RIPPLE RYDER began slowly. SHINBONER SPIRIT & RED ROCKET JETT collided soon after the start. RHIANNA KEEPING checked off the heels of SHINBONER SPIRIT on the first turn. RED ROCKET JETT & EXONERATED collided on the first turn, EXONERATED stumbled and lost ground. ADELE KEEPING checked off the heels of NOMADIC on the first turn, EXONERATED & NOMADIC collided in the back straight. RIPPLE RYDER, EXONERATED, NOMADIC & MAGIC BRANDI collided on the second turn, EXONERATED lost ground. NOMADIC checked off the heels of MAGIC BRANDI & raced wide on the second turn. SHINBONER SPIRIT tailed off due to injury on the second turn. RHIANNA KEEPING checked off the heels of MAGIC BRANDI in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that SHINBONER SPIRIT had a Left Hindleg Fibula Injury and has been stood down for 10 days.

**Race 8 - Novice/City/520 (2) - Novice - 8:37 PM**
(520M): STARTER UP began quickly. OUR SOVEREIGN began slowly. WHO'S GOT BYRON checked off the heels of STARTER UP soon after the start. GO GETTEM MISSY, OUR SOVEREIGN & SERG'S GIRL collided on the first turn. OUR SOVEREIGN & SERG'S GIRL collided on the first turn. OUR SOVEREIGN checked off the heels of GO GETTEM MISSY at the catching pen. WEST ON HONEY & OUR SOVEREIGN collided on the second turn. WEST ON HONEY checked off the heels of GO GETTEM MISSY on the third turn. GO GETTEM MISSY & OUR SOVEREIGN collided approaching the home turn. WEST ON HONEY checked off the heels of OUR SOVEREIGN on the home turn.

Race 9 - Grade 6/Country/380 - Grade 6 - 8:52 PM
(380M): JAYELL MAGIC & LADY ZELLWEGEGER began quickly. MISS BLUE & MY BRO JIMBO began slowly. AYSUM BLACK & JAYELL MAGIC collided soon after the start. STORM ZONE & LADY ZELLWEGEGER collided soon after the start. AYSUM BLACK checked off the heels of JAYELL MAGIC & collided with STORM ZONE on the first turn. AYSUM BLACK checked off the heels of JUDO on the first turn. STORM ZONE & JUDO collided on the second turn. AYSUM BLACK & JUDO collided on the second turn. MY BRO JIMBO galloped on the heels of JUDO approaching the home turn, JUDO stumbled and lost ground.

Race 10 - Mixed 5/6/Country/520 - Mixed 5/6 - 9:15 PM
(520M): BEB'S & SUNSET OCTAVIA began quickly. RHIANNON'S LAST & WEST ON POPPY began slowly. WHAT A CRAFTER checked off the heels of SUNSET OCTAVIA soon after the start. RHIANNON'S LAST checked off the heels of WHAT A CRAFTER approaching the first turn. WEST ON POPPY checked off the heels of WHAT A CRAFTER approaching the first turn. RHIANNON'S LAST & WEST ON POPPY collided approaching the first turn. SHEER DREAMS checked off the heels of WEST ON POPPY on the first turn. BEB'S & WEST ON POPPY collided on the second turn.

Race 11 - Mixed 5/6/Country/275 - Mixed 5/6 - 9:37 PM
(275M): BRITZ, HOSIER LANE & QUARA'S BETH began quickly. HANK GUNDI began slowly. ARAPPAHO GUNDI checked off the heels of BRITZ soon after the start. LOCHBRAE MOSS, HOSIER LANE & QUARA'S BETH collided on the first turn, LOCHBRAE MOSS lost ground. THERMISTOCLES checked off the heels of QUARA'S BETH on the first turn. QUARA'S BETH checked off the heels of LOCHBRAE MOSS approaching the home turn.

Race 12 - Grade 6/Country/275 - Grade 6 - 9:56 PM
(275M): KARMA TRAIN & FOXEY LEXUS began quickly. ASSASSIN CREED began slowly. FOXEY LEXUS, JAGGernaught & JACENKO collided on the first turn, JAGGernaught lost ground. FOXEY LEXUS galloped on the heels of KARMA TRAIN on the first turn, KARMA TRAIN lost ground. HELLO DARCEY checked off the heels of FOXEY LEXUS on the first turn.

KARMA TRAIN was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

FINAL.